Sex and the single transplanted kidney
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Sexual dimorphism and delayed graft function
Ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) occurs in all deceased donor organ transplants and, when severe, leads to substantial graft dysfunction. For patients undergoing a kidney transplantation, IRI manifests as delayed graft function (DGF), which is defined as the need for dialysis in the first week after transplantation (dialysis within the first 24 hours is not included in some DGF definitions). DGF occurs in approximately 30% to 50% of deceased donor kidney recipients and leads to increased patient morbidity, hospital costs, and risk of rejection, as well as decreased long-term transplant survival (1–4). Many established molecular pathways, including the generation of ROS, cellular and soluble inflammation, apoptosis, and metabolic disruption, along with endothelial, epithelial, and mitochondrial dysregulation, are involved in kidney IRI (refs. 2, 5–7; Figure 1). Kidney IRI is an important factor that limits the number of organs that can be transplanted, as kidneys with severe IRI, such as those from uncontrolled cardiac death, are usually discarded. New methods to limit kidney IRI could increase the number of donor organs that are used for the thousands of patients waiting for a kidney transplant and improve both short- and long-term outcomes.

The effect of sex on immunity is well established (8). Furthermore, sex alters kidney size and function (9), and the importance of sex hormones and sex-specific differences in kidney allograft rejection has led to recommendations by funding agencies such as the NIH to advise that both male and female animals and cells be included in preclinical studies to ensure reproducibility and successful translational outcomes (10, 11). Nonetheless, the mechanisms that underlie sex-dependent effects on kidney IRI are still incompletely understood, and little is known about the sex-specific effects on human DGF.

Transplanted kidney protection in females
In this issue, Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues report that being female is an important factor that favorably influences the outcome of kidney transplantation in both mice and humans (12). This team performed rigorous and innovative experiments to induce ischemic injury in native and transplanted kidneys in hormonally intact and spayed or neutered mice. In addition, they analyzed United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) data pertaining to the role of sex as a risk factor for DGF. Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues sought to answer several key questions relating to sex and kidney IRI. Is the tolerance to IRI in the kidney due to the sex of the organ donor or to alterations in the host’s response as a result of the sex of the recipient? As kidneys in female mice were better protected from IRI, do sex hormones, especially estrogen, play any role in this protection, and, if so, can these effects be modified by altering the hormonal background of the subject? Finally, does sexual dimorphism affect human DGF?

Using a series of murine renal IRI and transplant models, Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues showed profound protection from IRI in female mice compared with that seen in male mice. Neutering of either sex resulted in an intermediate phenotype that presented as increased IRI in female animals and reduced IRI in males. Mice transplanted with kidneys from the opposite sex demonstrated that the host environment influences recovery from ischemic injury, as kidneys transplanted into females showed less IRI, regardless of the sex of the donor. Supplemental 17β-estradiol (estrogen) administered over a short time course prior to the induction of warm IRI protected kidney function in female mice and neutered males but was not protective in hormonally intact males. In addition to confirming the previously known relationship between sexual dimorphism and kidney transplant outcomes, this study by Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues further demonstrates that female sex-specific protection extends to both cold and warm ischemia. This new information could have wide implications and relevance that extend to the transplantation of other organs.
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Conclusions and future directions

An improved understanding of donor-specific (brain death, cold and warm ischemic injury, inflammatory signaling) and recipient-specific (reperfusion injury, oxidative stress, innate and adaptive immune responses) pathophysiological factors is critical for designing strategies that effectively reduce DGF in transplant patients. The current findings by Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues (12) suggest a potential opportunity for effectively reducing IR-induced injury during transplantation.

Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues investigated related effects in humans by analyzing UNOS data and found that male recipients had a greater risk of developing DGF relative to that of female recipients (odds ratio of 1.39). The authors also determined that the hormonal environments of both the donor and the recipient contribute to renal IRI tolerance in humans. While previous studies have focused on the sex-dependent effects on long-term human renal transplant outcomes, Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues examined short-term IRI-related effects on DGF outcomes and found that in postmenopausal recipients, the impact of sex was reduced and could not be explained by a donor-recipient size mismatch or by nephron dosing. However, the recipient effects were dominant in human transplant outcomes, whereas in mice, the donor effects appeared to be more robust. As pointed out by the Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues, this information on donor and recipient effects could provide critical guidance for future human hormonal interventions in DGF.
It should be noted that the authors did not evaluate whether estrogen administration after IRI is protective. It will be an important preclinical finding to address, because organs and patients are frequently taken care of after IRI starts. Additional strategies, such as hypothermic machine perfusion for a prolonged cold ischemia time, reduction of organ extraction time, and inclusion of older (≥60 years) female donors in conjunction with administration of estrogen, can significantly improve graft function and survival (13–17). The effect of estrogen administration needs to be investigated in large animals before human interventions are studied, as the role of the estrogen receptor in the protective mechanism remains undefined. Moreover, the safety of this approach must be demonstrated, especially given that estrogen therapy in older females has been shown to increase the risk of deep vein thrombosis, heart disease, and breast cancer (18). Additionally, multiple laboratory-based animal studies suggest that renal hemodynamics and immune responses differ between male and female animals and therefore may differentially affect transplant outcomes in humans (19, 20). Future preclinical and human studies should use serum creatinine to estimate kidney function, as this measure is closer to actual glomerular filtration rates than is the blood urea nitrogen (BUN) measure in most circumstances. Future studies should also evaluate whether the current algorithm used to predict deceased donor risk in the US, the kidney donor profile index, should be modified to include sex (21).

The opportunity to generalize the findings of Aufhauser Jr., Wang, and colleagues beyond the field of kidney transplantation should not be overlooked. Acute kidney injury occurs in 2% to 5% of hospitalized patients and carries a high incidence of mortality in the intensive care unit setting. Patients undergoing cardio-pulmonary bypass surgery have increased rates of acute kidney injury as well. These scenarios and others are excellent opportunities to examine the role of sex-specific differences in IRI and determine whether estrogen therapy can be beneficial toward protecting the kidney. Furthermore, IRI in other organs such as the heart and brain (22, 23) are active areas of investigation in which sex-directed therapeutics could have an important impact.
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